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Commitment to fuel cell technology?
How to interpret carmakers’ efforts in this radical technology
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Abstract

Since the early 1990s, fuel cell (FC) technology has received a great deal of attention from the automotive industry. Its high efficiency
and low emissions have made the technology become one of the dominant technological opportunities to achieve more sustainable mobility.
Under pressure of ever-increasing regulatory standards, the automotive industry has spent billions of dollars on researching and developing
fuel cell vehicles (FCVs), with the objective of starting commercialization in 5–10 years time. Industry experts evaluate the industry’s
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pparent commitment to FC technology optimistically as well as critically.Optimistssee carmakers’ efforts as a sign of change in the indu
ecessitated by regulation and societal needs of a cleaner environment.Skepticssee carmakers’ efforts in FC technology as ‘window dress

nvesting minimal amounts of resources (with maximum public exposure) while being limitedly committed to commercialize FCVs. T
akes an attempt to nuance both views by assessing levels of R&D commitments carmakers. Based on an analysis of patenting b
aper concludes that automotive activities go beyond window dressing, but fall short of portraying full commitment to this radical te
2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Since Daimler-Benz showed its first fuel cell vehicles
FCVs) in 1994 and 1996 (Necar I and II), there has been
dramatic increase in activities by the complete automotive

ndustry in fuel cell (FC) technology. This has translated in
ajor expenditures by the industry, which suggests signifi-

ant commitment by the industry in this technology. Already
n 1998 automotive expenditures in FCVs have accumulated
o approximately $1.5–2 billions[1]. Until 2000, Daimler-
hrysler has invested approximately $1 billion on FCVs, and

n the same year announces to invest another $1.4 billions on
ringing FCVs to market by 2004.1 By then, between 400
nd 600 DaimlerChrysler employees alone are engaged in

∗ Tel.: +31 15 278 2738; fax: +31 15 278 2956.
E-mail address:r.vandenhoed@io.tudelft.nl.

1 DaimlerChrysler press release, June 2000.

FCV development;2 similar-sized programs are projected
GM and Toyota[2]. Also smaller carmakers such as Rena
PSA and Nissan collectively announce to invest $714
lions between 2001 and 2005 on FC technology.3 By 2004,
an estimated $6–10 billions has been spent by the auto i
try alone to research and develop FCVs[3].

Despite these massive resources, industry experts a
vided into optimists and skeptics.Optimistssee carmaker
efforts as a sign of change in the industry, where environm
tal problems and potential oil crises necessitate the ind
to develop alternatives. Optimists also argue that FCVs
form a competitive opportunity for carmakers to acquire
cial competences, set the standards, and pick the fruits a
movers in FCVs.

Converselyskepticsargue that carmakers’ efforts in F
technology are best described as ‘window dressing’. N

2 Based on interviews with DaimlerChrysler executives in May 2001
3 http://www.fuelcells.org, June 2001.
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digit investment levels may sound impressive, but are minor
compared to the massive annual R&D budgets of the auto-
motive industry. According to skeptics, carmakers use FC
technology as a way of obtaining a greener image, or as a
strategy to prevent regulators to set more stringent standards
for current internal combustion engines (ICEs), rather than
being committed to in fact commercialize FCVs. This paper
examines both hypotheses, leading to an interpretation of the
actual automotive commitment to FCVs. Such an assessment
is relevant from the perspective of regulators, entrepreneurs
in the field of FCVs and hydrogen and investors, given their
possible dependence on the commercial success of the FCV.

2. Assessing automotive activities in FC technology

How can automotive R&D activities in FC technology be
assessed in an objective way? Confidentiality issues and the
potential political nature of automotive announcements re-
garding environmental technologies hamper the use of press
releases, year reports and company interviews. In the last
decades,patent analysishas become increasingly popular
among scientists studying R&D behavior of firms, industries
and counties, to get more objective information on R&D ac-
tivities[4]: patents form a realistic indicator for ongoing R&D
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Table 1
Examples of search queries for searching patents on FCVs, HEVs, BEVs,
and total amount of patents per company

Exemplary company
‘General Motors’

Search query

FCV-related patents SPEC/(‘fuel cell’ or ‘fuel cells’) and
AN/(‘General Motors’) and APD/$/$/year

HEV-related patents SPEC/(‘hybrid vehicle’ or ‘hybrid electric
vehicle’ or ‘hybrid propulsion’ and not (‘fuel
cell’)) and AN/(‘General Motors’) and
APD/$/$/year

BEV-related patents SPEC/(‘electric vehicle’ or ‘electric car’ or
‘electric automobile’ and not (‘fuel cell’ or
hybrid)) and AN/(‘General Motors’) and
APD/$/$/year

Total amounts of
patents of the
company

AN/(‘General Motors’) and APD/$/$/year

hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) and fuel cell vehicles (FCVs).
Foremost reason to choose the USPTO database (over Euro-
pean or Japanese patent databases) is that California repre-
sents the foremost target market for alternative technology
vehicles, given its stringent standard setting regarding local
emissions. Since 1990, the Californian Air Resources Board
(CARB) has mandated the sales of zero emission vehicles in
their Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) regulation. Although this
regulation has been subject to change and postponement, the
standard provides an important incentive for carmakers to en-
gage in the development of alternative technologies. Patents
in alternatives such as FCVs, BEVs and HEVs5 are thus
most likely patented in the US. Another reason to choose
the USPTO relates to the relative high costs of patent ap-
plications in the US compared to, for instance, Japan. As a
result, Japanese firms are known to patent a great deal in their
home country for decoy reasons, but to be more selective in
applying patents in the US[7,8]. In order to compensate for
patent activities of carmakers not, or limitedly active in the
US (particularly European firms such as Renault, BMW) the
patent data are complemented by patent search in the Euro-
pean Patent Office.6

Table 1 lists exemplary search queries for assessing
patent activity of OEMs in the automotive industry re-
garding new technologies. Given that FCVs, HEVs and
B di-
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ctivities within a firm, and it can be argued that the ben
f obtaining patents outweigh the costs and time requir
btain them. A practical advantage of patent research
ublic availability.

Nevertheless, patent analysis has its pitfalls. The pro
ity to patent inventions varies across time, firms, indus
echnologies and countries[5]. For instance, Japanese fir
end to patent more than their European and US compe
urthermore, not all inventions are patentable (e.g. soft

4]), while not all inventions are patented for secrecy reas
nd thus patents tend to differ in quality and value. There
atent analysis is more suited for historical reconstructio
&D activities (start/acceleration/termination of R&D p
rams, and priority setting among different R&D progra
ather than to assess relative strength of R&D activitie
ndividual companies[5,6].

The patent data form an indicator of commitment to a
ative technologies and FCVs in particular. High patent
entages indicate that carmakers are indeed spending
mount of resources on these technologies, thereby dis

ng relative strong commitment. Low patent percenta
ould reflect the skeptical view that carmakers have
ommitment in alternative technologies and use their d
pment as window dressing.

In this study, the United States Patent and Trade O
USPTO4) database was used for analyzing automotive R
ctivities in alternative technology vehicles (ATVs; alter

ive to the ICEs), including battery electric vehicles (BEV

4 http://www.uspto.gov/.
EVs are sometimes named differently by OEMs in
idually, different options for describing this technolo
ere taken into account. For BEVs, the patent descrip

SPEC = specification/description of patent) includes e
he term ‘electric vehicle’, ‘electric car’ or ‘electric autom
ile’, while ‘fuel cell’ (or ‘hybrid’) should be excluded i

5 Although hybrid vehicles (HEVs) are not eligible for zero emission c
ts, this option has been discussed in the past. With sufficient battery ca
EVs would be able to drive with zero emissions on a limited range (
0 km), for instance, in city centers, so carmakers argued in the early 1
p till now CARB has resisted to give HEVs ZEV credits, but this is not

hinkable in the future if alternatives prove unviable for commercializa
6 http://www.european-patent-office.org/.
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order to separate ‘electric vehicle’ patents that actually in-
volves FCV- (or HEV)-related research. Similarly, in order
to track HEV patents, patents should include terms as ‘hy-
brid vehicle’ or ‘hybrid electric’ or ‘hybrid propulsion’, while
again excluding ‘fuel cell’ to separate HEV and FCV patents.
Lastly, in order to account for different patent propensities
among individual firms, the total number of patents per car-
maker was assessed, by combining ‘Assignee Name’ (AN;
individual carmakers7) with ‘APplication Date’ (APD) per
year without truncating on specific fields of patents. Appli-
cation dates refer to the date that new patents are applied for
by the patent office, before going in review and being issued:
it may take between 2 and 5 years before applied patents are
issued. The advantage of using application dates (rather than
issue dates) is that it reflects R&D activity historically; the
limitation is that patent data of the last 2–4 years are less
accurate, due to the large amount of pending patents. As a
result, this study can only present patent results until 2001,
and not thereafter.

3. Findings

In the following, the results of the patent study are pre-
sented. First, the absolute number of patents of OEMs in
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Fig. 1. Patents in BEV, FCV and HEV, applied for by car firms (1990–2000
– moving average 2).8

Fig. 2. Patents in BEV, FCV and HEV as percentage of total ATV,9 applied
for by car firms (1990–2000 – moving average 2).

The number of both FCV- and HEV-related patents start
to climb in the period 1994–1995. HEV and FCV overtake
BEV in 1998–1999, which reflects the shift in industry prior-
itization regarding the particular technologies. In 2000, more
than 100 FCV patents are applied for by carmakers alone
(not including FC manufacturers), and more than 120 HEV-
related patents. This is a factor 2.5–3 higher than the number
of BEV patents in this year. HEV technology is slightly more
patented than FCV technology, which may indicate that these
technologies compete with each other in acquiring R&D re-
sources. By 2000, just under 50% of all ATV patents are
HEV-related; FCV follows with approximately 35%; BEV is
responsible for 15% of all ATV patents.

The patent data are largely in line with more quali-
tative market assessments of ATVs. In the early 1990s,
BEVs formed the most promising technology to achieve the
stringent 1990-ZEV-standards in California. The regulation
spurred R&D activities in BEV until 1995/1996 after which
several BEVs were brought to market. However, disappoint-
ing sales (seeFig. 3) led carmakers to shift to more promising
alternatives such as FCVs and HEVs.

8 A moving average of 2 years is used in order to level out annual fluctua-
tions; the 2000 value represents an average of patent numbers over the years
2000 and 2001.

9 ATV stands for alternative fuel vehicles; for the purpose of the analysis,
t nce,
e

TVs is shown, followed by the relative number of pate
relative to total amount of patents of carmakers).

.1. Patenting behavior of the car industry (absolute
umbers)

Fig. 1 shows the development of patent applications
EVs, FCVs and HEVs by large automotive firms in
eriod 1990–2000. Overall it shows how BEV, HEV and F
atents all have their origin in the early 1990s; not more
ve patent applications were found on either three of t
echnologies for the complete automotive industry in 19
ince 1991–1992, a structural increase in patent behav
hese ATVs can be observed at least until 2000.

The data also show how priorities have shifted in the in
ry regarding to preferred technology: until 1996, a majo
f ATV patents are related to BEVs (seeFig. 2). However
ince 1994 BEV’s share shows a steady decline in fav
CV- and HEV-related patents; by 2000, a mere 15% o
TV patents are related to BEV. The peak years for BEV

n 1995, in which 56 patents are applied for by the indus
n 2000 this number has fallen to 40.

7 In this study, patent behavior of the following OEMs was assessed
ord, Chrysler, Daimler*, BMW, Renault, PSA, Volkswagen, Fiat, Toy
onda, Nissan, Mitsubishi, Mazda, Hyundai and Daewoo. OEMs su
olvo, Saab, Suzuki are not taken into account, given that these com
all under the umbrella of carmakers such as GM and Ford: search q
or these companies lead to very limited to no patents in ATVs: appar
TV research is largely carried out at the level of the mother compan
ssigned to the mother company. As a result, the selected OEMs acco
ajority of patents in the car industry regarding FCVs, BEVs, HEVs.
his only includes technologies such as BEV, HEV or FCV (and, for insta
xcludes the hydrogen-fueled ICE).
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Fig. 3. BEV sales in the US annually (source: EVWorld).

Fig. 4. ATV patents as percentage of total automotive OEM patents
(1991–2000 – moving average 2).

The structural increase in patents in ATVs since 1990s sug-
gests that the ZEV has had a strongly supporting effect on car-
makers to research and develop alternative technologies with
zero emission potential.10 Although none of these technolo-
gies have become a mainstream commercial success (HEVs
come closest), such stringent standards setting may prove
successful in initiating extensive R&D programs on alterna-
tive technologies.

3.2. ATV patent behavior by the car industry (relative to
total patents)

The increasednumberof patents in the last 10 years in
ATVs indicates growth in carmakers’ R&D activities in ATV.
However, how do the number of patents compare to the total
number of patents of the industry. Furthermore, the increase
in ATV patent activity may coincide with similar increases
in total industry patent applications. In order to account for
patenting trends by the car industry, the relative share of ATV
patents is calculated compared to the total number of industry
patents. Relative patent data reflect the priority ATVs get
compared to other R&D activities (seeFigs. 4 and 5).

Since 1990, the percentage of HEV/FCV/BEV patents rel-
ative to total patents applied for by carmakers have increased

10 e past
b edits,
a battery
o has
n HEVs
b 03).

Fig. 5. Patents in BEV, FCV and HEV as percentage of total ATV, applied
for by car firms (1990–2000 – moving average 2).

structurally, from a mere 0.5% in 1990 to more than 9% in
2000. And thus by 2000, 1 out of 11 patents applied for by
automotive firms is ATV-related. The rise in absolute number
of ATV patents is thus congruent to its relative share in total
patents.

Stagnation in the relative share of ATV patents can be dis-
cerned in the period 1995–1996: this can be attributed to the
preparation of bringing BEVs to market; as well as the rel-
atively recent demonstrations of viable alternative technolo-
gies such as the FCV and the HEV. Particularly, the showcase
of Daimler-Benz’s FCV-NECAR II in May 1996 (followed
by its commercialization projections in January 1997), and
the showcase and commercial plans of Toyota’s HEV (Prius)
in December 1995 put these two technologies on the map.
This seems to explain the subsequent increase in patent ac-
tivities in these technologies since 1996, in which most car-
makers set up their own FCV and HEV programs to follow
Daimler-Benz’s and Toyota’s lead.

Fig. 5 splits up the different ATV technologies. Over the
period 1990–2000, BEV patents do not reach 3% of the total
patents in the car industry, and by 2000 are close to the 1%
mark. In 1994, 1 out of every 40 patents applied for by the
industry is BEV-related; in 2000 this applies for 1 out of 75
patents. This indicates that BEV programs have remained
modest relative to other programs.
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HEVs are not necessarily zero emission vehicles, but have in th
een proposed by carmakers (like Toyota and Mitsubishi) to get ZEV cr
s HEVs may achieve zero emissions for short distances by using the
nly. However, until now the Californian Air Resources Board (CARB)
ot provided these credits. Nevertheless, it is not inconceivable that
ecome the standard in low emissions (Hekkert and Van den Hoed 20
The percentage of patents related to FCV rise to ove
n 1999 and 2000; similarly, HEV percentage of total pat
pproaches the 5% mark in 2000. Nearly 1 out of ever
atents of carmakers is related to HEV; 1 out of every 3
CV. Both HEV and FCV values are still rising, althou
CV patents seem to be leveling off.

The patent data reflect a significant share of patent a
ty of the car industry going to ATVs, and that FCVs a
EVs have achieved a more dominant position in R&D

han BEVs ever did, despite the competition for acqui
esources between HEV and FCV. The internal compet
or funds is illustrated by GM’s announcement (2003)
t dismisses the HEV option as it would slow down the
elopment of the long-term agreed option of FCVs.11 In that
espect, the high patent percentages for FCV and HE

11 Press release GM, September 2003.
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2000 (compared to BEV in 1995) are remarkable, and sug-
gest that the commitment for FCVs and HEVs is consider-
ably higher than for BEVs in the mid-1990s. In the coming
years, the costs for making HEVs and FCVs market-ready
will increase significantly. Given the relatively large share of
ATV patents, it is unlikely that a dual strategy of developing
both HEVs and FCVs remains viable for the auto industry,
and that choices will have to be made which technology is
favored over the other.

4. Interpretation of findings

The patent data demonstrate a structural increase in ATV
patents between 1990 and 2000 both in absolute as well as
in relative (to total patents) terms. How should these values
be interpreted? To what extent do the values confirm either
a ‘window dressing’ perspective or rather a ‘commitment’
perspective?

4.1. Nuancing the skeptical view

There are at least three reasons why the patents do not
reflect a ‘window dressing’ perspective alone. First of all,
the relative shares of ATV and FCV patents are too large
( ex-
p ive to
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ers’ activities in FCV and HEV are beyond the level of mere
‘green washing’ or ‘window dressing’ portrayed by the skep-
tics in the field.

A comparison with the oil industry and its activities in
hydrogen and renewables further illustrate this point. Where
companies like Shell and BP make widespread announce-
ments of these ‘green’ activities, actual expenditures in these
technologies fall under the 1% level of total R&D expen-
ditures[3]. The level of expenditures on ATVs by the auto
industry exceeds the levels displayed by the oil industry by
several factors.

Company statements make clear why the auto industry
cannot suffice with ‘window dressing’ regarding ATVs and
FCVs in particular. The industry is increasingly scrutinized
by regulators and consumer groups to ‘clear up their act’
and develop cleaner and more efficient cars. Particularly the
California ZEV regulation has challenged the current ICE
paradigm, by mandating cars with no emissions at all: as the
ICE would not suffice, developing alternatives became oblig-
atory. Apart from regulatory forces, the quest for technolog-
ical competences as a source of competitive success plays an
important role for carmakers to engage in HEVs and FCVs:
although belief in these technologies may lack, companies
still engage in these technologies in order not to lag behind.
Competitive forces play an important role for carmakers to
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9 and 3%, respectively), and consequently the R&D
enditures made on these technologies are too extens
e simply labeled as ‘minimum efforts’. Although 3% FC
atent percentage may seem small, it must be acknowle

hat the remaining 97% is not entirely focused on es
ished propulsion-technology ICE, but rather involves all
omotive R&D activities regarding safety technology, IC
elated research, paints and coatings, manufacturing tec
gy, nanotechnology and alike. Although carmakers sti
est factors more on improving conventional engines
n ATVs [9], the dominance of pure ICE-related resea
ver ATV research is gradually decreasing. From this
pective, 3% can be called significant: ATV technologie
eneral and FCV technologies in particular have attrac
onsiderable chunk of the R&D budget that carmakers
t their disposal for innovation at large. Second, the 3%
ercentage is also remarkable as this technology is in
etition with HEV to acquire R&D resources in the indus
rguably, without this HEV–FCV competition the level
CV commitments may have even be higher. Third, the A
nd FCV percentages are still rising in 2000 and may we
o in subsequent years, leading to even larger shares o
atents.

And thus one can conclude that the auto industry’s A
nd FCV activities reflect significant (rather than minim
fforts to study the opportunities of these technologica

ernatives. ATV research has obtained an important pos
n the R&D agenda of carmakers, with resulting resou
vailable for ATV programs. The structural increase in A
atents indicates that ATV research has become part of
ay-to-day activities, in automotive R&D processes. Carm
nvest considerably in these alternative technologies. L
he industry is also anticipating possible changes in a
bility of oil, or in particular cheap oil[10]. Although no
lear signs of increasing oil prices have emerged, con
n the Middle East and the looming oil dependence of W
rn Countries has increased the awareness of the cruci
f oil in Western society. Changes to oil prices may h
assive economic and political consequences, reason

ompanies as well as car companies to develop altern
echnologies with increased efficiency (HEVs) or alterna
uels (BEVs, FCVs). Anticipation of oil problems forms
dditional driver to engage beyond minimal efforts in th
lternative technologies. These regulative, competitive
il-related factors may explain the relative high investm

n FCVs by the automotive industry.

.2. Nuancing the optimist view

If the patent data do not directly reflect ‘window dressin
o they then suggest strong commitment by the car ind

o commercialize FCVs? This optimist’s view seems har
ustify as well. There are a number of serious question m
oncerning carmakers’ commitment to commercialize FC

First, the FC patents reflect the car industry’s effort
evelop the necessary competences for developing F
ut it does not directly reflect commitment to bring FCV
arket in the near future. The costs for FCVs will incre

harply, the closer FCV development comes to market. P
larly building up manufacturing capabilities for large-sc
CVs require massive amounts of resources: at this
armakers have not been forced to make decisions con
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ing FCVs; the prototypes and limited amount of sold/leased
FCVs are made in series without investing large sums in man-
ufacturing lines. And thus the real commitment to commer-
cialize FCVs remains to be seen, and can be assessed when
these hard decisions for manufacturing have to be made.
These decisions are likely to be made only around 2005–
2007.

Second, despite the activities of nearly all carmakers in
FCVs, a great deal of these efforts is explained by risk reduc-
tion and copying behavior in the industry. Van den Hoed[3]
concludes that carmakers, in order to reduce costs for tech-
nology development, choose to develop technologies pro-
posed by automotive opinion leaders. Not always does this
go hand in hand with a strong belief that the technology
is superior to the established technology (the ICE). Inter-
views with engineers of several OEMs show how there is
considerable skepticism in the chances of FC technology[3].
Therefore, the current strategies of carmakers are better char-
acterized as defensive and risk-reducing, rather than offen-
sive. These defensive strategies will also become clearer once
market-focused decisions will have to be made. It seems un-
likely for skeptical carmakers to invest in large-scale manu-
facturing lines and extensive marketing campaigns to sell the
FCV.

This relates to a third question mark: the automotive in-
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have influenced the ambitions of carmakers to invest heavily
in their commercial development. The current patent activi-
ties should be seen in the light of the large uncertainties and
question marks in this technology, and may reflect long-term
expectations rather than short-term belief in a shift towards
FCVs.

4.3. Interpretation of patenting behavior: balancing act

And thus both the ‘skeptic’ and the ‘optimist’ views on the
automotive industry’s commitment to FC technology should
be nuanced. The automotive strategy can neither be char-
acterized as pure ‘commitment’ (optimist) or pure ‘window
dressing’ (skeptic). Rather the current FC activities of the car
industry seem a balancing act. On the one hand, the car in-
dustry is forced to develop technological alternatives by reg-
ulators thereby legitimating their actions, but also forced by
potential dynamics in oil prices. The quest for more sustain-
able technologies has become a genuine competition in the
industry, as carmakers with solid technology strategies may
proof more profitable than their competitors; less tangible are
the potential advantages of developing a green image on com-
petitive advantage. Carmakers cannot afford not to compete
in FC technology in case technological breakthroughs con-
tinue to the point that the technology becomes competitive to
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ustry follows a dual strategy towards regulators. On the
and, the industry is actively developing technological a
atives to the ICE; on the other, the ZEV regulation is con
ally scrutinized as being unattainable, economically u
ble, leading to higher costs for the consumer[11]. Further-
ore, carmakers’ accelerated research to improve the

onmental performance of ICEs indicates an effort of carm
rs to preempt stringent regulation, thereby preventing a

rom ICEs to FCVs. Given that the ICE forms a key mon
aker for, and major differentiating factor between carm
rs, there are little economic incentives to shift to FCVs,

ess FCVs provide a competitive alternative to the ICE-b
ehicle.

Lastly, where FC technology has been touted as the
rail’ for achieving sustainable mobility in the late 199

n recent years the enthusiasm around FC technolog
immed somewhat. Given the large number of signifi
hallenges FCVs face in costs, infrastructure and com
entary technology (e.g. hydrogen storage), likelihoo

ommercialization on the short term is limited[12]. On some
ccasions, the industry has taken an advance on the FC

ential while its technological and economic viability have
een proven as such. Illustrative are the structural postp
ents in commercialization deadlines of FCVs in the la

ears. Furthermore, through processes of learning, the
rowing question marks concerning the environmental

ts of FCVs[13,14], while safety issues of hydrogen are
reasingly scrutinized. The very reason for FCVs to bec
opular in the first place has come under fire. The incr

ng technological and environmental question marks
eakened the high expectations surrounding FCVs, and
he ICE. Carmakers are thus faced with regulative, long-
il-related and competitive pressures to engage beyon

evel of window dressing.
These pressures are balanced with the traditional ba

or radical innovation[15,16]: there are economic motiv
ot to shift to alternative (substituting) technologies suc
CVs, particularly with the uncertainties involved in the
elopment of FCVs and the necessary infrastructure. Th
ustry cannot afford to substitute the ICE thereby overth

ng its core technology, knowledge base, and manufact
apabilities. FC technology is in a pre-commercial deve
ent stage, which permits spending considerable R&D

ources; however, the real commitment decisions lie in
uture when manufacturing lines have to be set up. And
he current industry activities in FC technology should
een in the light of its (relatively inexpensive) developm
tage: full commitment to commercialize FCVs seems
ikely unless political pressures, technological breakthro
r oil price increases occur.

. Conclusions

Based on the patent analysis, this paper concludes
either an optimist nor a skeptic interpretation of the ca
ustry’s activities in FC technology is accurate. FC activ
o not represent ‘window dressing’ given the percentag
CV patents and industry-wide expenditures in fuel cells
ydrogen-related technology. Carmakers cannot afford t
ehind in this technology, pressured as they are by regul
nd competitive forces, and anticipation of oil price dyn
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ics. However, FC activities also do not present ‘commercial-
ization commitment’ as the ‘hard’ investments still have to be
made, and carmaker strategies are defensive rather than of-
fensive. Carmakers’ commitment to FC technology can thus
best be interpreted as balancing the pressures from external
stakeholders (regulators, consumers, competitors) and inter-
nal barriers for innovation in uncertain technologies.

These conclusions are relevant for a number of stakehold-
ers. First, regulators should be aware that although FCVs
are in full development, the hard decisions to commercialize
these vehicles occur in 2–4 years time when manufacturing
decisions are to be made by the car industry. Until that time
regulators should balance their technology-related policies,
not only focusing on FCVs, but also on other ATVs such as
HEVs. This study further suggests the stimulating effect of
stringent regulation (ZEV) on R&D activities in alternative
technologies; this regulative pressure should be continued to
support the development of alternatives to the ICE. Second,
entrepreneurs in FCVs and hydrogen (FC manufacturers as
Ballard, or hydrogen technology developers such as General
Hydrogen) should diversify their customers, not solely focus-
ing on the auto industry. It is conceivable that FCVs prove
to be unrealistic in several years time; too large dependence
on this industry will jeopardize the life chance of many en-
trepreneurs in this new field.
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